KATHY'S KREATIONS
141 East Main Street
Ligonier, PA 15658
724-238-9320
APRIL 2017 UPDATE
Dear Stitchers,
It's time to step into spring and get some self-expression blooming! Now is the moment
to embrace our needleart skills -- let's create new and colorful accents to refresh and renew
wardrobes and home decor. If you are inspired and something resonates with you, creativity
will flourish. Be fearless and joyful!
Kathy's Kreations is here to help you tap into your personal creative process with the
latest yarns, tools, and project ideas. Here's what is trending now:
--- Embellishing everything from summery tops to light shawls and blankets, tassels and
fringe are spring's "it" embellishments. Those icons of late '60s fashion are back in a big way.
Add them to garments, afghans, purses and pillows -- you can even use them for making a
necklace!
--- In-jean-ious denim is trending strong! Denim and its many forms has been on fashion
runways everywhere this season. This blue-hued textile that was traditionally reserved for
durable workmen's wear is now the costume of the fashionable and fashion-forward. It's
time to embrace denim.
--- Pastels are popular for home accessories in shades found in Nature. Greenery, Pantone's
color of the year, is a refreshing yellow-green. It is the inspiration for many nature-inspired
wearable knits. Look for foliage textures and leaf motifs to make a strong presence.
--- Coastal themes and nautical looks are also everywhere! They will take your wardrobe
from tired to trendy.
--- Airy, open tops and lace shawls are a must for warm-weather months. Our Dream Club
kit is in the quintessential spring color -- shades of pink!
--- Granny squares are once again crochet's favorite fashion statement, but this time
around, the crochet classic gets a fashion update.
Stop by to see all these looks and more. We hope that our latest collections will inspire
you to create wearable knits in your relaxation time that let you move into spring and...
"FIND YOUR CREATIVE SPIRIT!"
10% off all purchases of in-stock,
regularly-priced BERROCO YARNS
during April 2017
Hours: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Monday through Saturday
We accept Mastercard, VISA, Discover, AX
Private knitting and crocheting lessons
Instructions are available by appointment
Finishing services & gift certificates available
Mail orders available -- no order too small!
Shopping at Kathy’s Kreations has never been easier

COME IN - CALL UP - LOG ON
Like us, follow us and share us on Facebook!
"We Love Kathy's" on Ravelry
e-mail kathy@kathys-kreations.com
please visit our website http://www.kathys-kreations.com
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*** GREAT NEW STUFF ***
It's time to shake off winter's grip and turn up the heat with breezy tops
and wraps that let the sun shine in. It's a season when embellishments are
all the rage and color mixes vary from pastel to bold. We are delighted to
introduce you to what's new, what's now...
Comfort meets fashion in the Spring/Summer 2017 issue of Knit.wear
($14.99, shown upper left). In her editorial, Meghan Babin tells us: "Knit.
wear has always explored the combination of luxury and minimalism in knitting and beyond.
In this issue, we delve into the finer points of 'luxurious minimalism,' examining the ways in
which this aesthetic has a broad impact, making one a connoisseur of fiber sources, designs,
techniques, and most important, quality... Quality is, of course, about more than fiber; it's
about the construction of each garment and accessory we create. And quality always
involves the details of finishing." Larissa Gibson gives us all a lesson in precise selvedges,
one of the most essential but often overlooked finishing techniques in knitting.
The editors invite you into their Knit.wear living room in "Athleisure" featuring nine
sporty, chic garments and accessories that are perfect for lounging after a long day and on
casual weekends (see the "Amherst Pullover" on page 8, and join Kathy for a brioche stitch
class on April 1). Their "Leather and Lace" story keeps comfort in mind, but elevates it for
the professional, modern woman with smart city looks. Several pieces revisit a retro
silhouette made modern again: dolman sleeves. These garments and accessories can be
worn from day to night with simple styling. Get your copy today...
For over two decades, INTERWEAVE has been the place to learn, be inspired, and enjoy
other knitters just like you. Let Knitscene magazine Summer 2017 ($7.99) guide you on your
next knitting adventure! Discover knitting patterns and how-to articles that invite you into a
yarn-filled daydream. Enjoy sporty lightweight tops for summer, quickie knits for on the go,
an easy-knit garter stitch shawl, expert tips and tricks on knitting stripes and grafting, color
inspiration and more as you advance your knitting repertoire...
We love gadgets, and we know that many of our customers do, as well. Here's some that
will keep you organized. CLOVER has just introduced new handy sets -- one for Sock Knitting
accessories ($15.50), one for Quick Locking Stitch Markers ($15.50) & one for Beginner
Knitters accessories ($14.50). Each set comes in a handy divided caddy that takes up little
space in your tote. The "sheep shape" Quick Locking Stitch Markers are also sold in a 20
piece set in either small or medium sizes ($7.50 for 20 pieces). KA Memoric locking stitch
markers in sleek black & white (easy to notice) are available in a set of 20 for $6.00. KA
Memoric Split Markers in spring colors are also available in a 20-piece bag for $5.00...
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Knit Simple Spring/Summer 2017 ($6.99, shown lower right) is not only for newbies, but
experienced stitchers in search of a new project. It is a cutting edge magazine for those
knitters and crocheters who like to create. Looking for a new project?
You've come to the right place. Every knitter, whether he or she is a new
knitter or ones with decades of experience, relies on fundamental elements
that combine to ensure knitting success. You will not want to miss the "Back
to Basics" article by Deborah Newton as she shares suggestions for gauge and
needle size.
This issue features 35 fun-to-make colorful coolers for spring and summer
-- there are easy breezy tops, super cool mesh, stripes, baby basics and home
makeover ideas to round out this garden of fiber-related delights...

Need a quick-knit baby gift? QUINCE & CO "Tokyo Hoodie" by designer Carrie Bostick Hoge
is a great choice ($6.50). Choose a soft and squishy yarn for this generous pullover hoodie to
snuggle baby's cheeks, keeping him or her toasty warm. Another excellent baby project is
MABEL'S CLOSET "Cradle Cardigan" by Hannah Fettig, a basic stockinette cardie with garter
stitch trims. This sweet little raglan is the perfect first sweater for a beginner knitter. It's
knitted from the top down and seamless. When you've finished, you'll have a great gift for
the babe in your life. Ask to see our darling shop model...
Having trouble keeping your place on your pattern? "High Lighter Guide" ($3.95) will help
without hiding the chart or text. The static cling neon yellow high lighter is made in the USA
and is perfect for knitting, crochet, recipes, maps, phone books, and more...
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There is one accessory that knitters and crocheters absolutely love. It dresses up any
outfit in your closet. It doesn't have to fit precisely, so you can fudge the gauge. It often
requires minimal yarn, saving you money. And it never goes out of style. What is it? The
shawl! We have a large selection of shawl patterns and shop samples. Our latest shop
model, knit by Shawn Sweeney, is a Jennifer Weissman design, "Under The Oak" (pattern
$5.50, Ravelry Pro, shown lower left). This reversible, top-down triangular shawl can be
knit with DK-weight yarn (our suggested yarns are HiKOO "Sueno" or "Simplicity"). The body
of the shawl features bold ribbed cables in a simple garter field. When the cables reach the
edging, they open up and out, spreading like the roots of a great tree. Perfect for social or
TV knitting, "Under The Oak" is a simple knit with dramatic results. Keep it handy to warm
your shoulders when the temperatures start to drop, or wrap it snugly around your neck to
banish the wind. Either way, this eye-catching design will be a pleasure to knit and wear.
Instructions for customizing the size are included.
Another of our Jennifer Weissman favorites, also knit by Shawn Sweeney, is "Sweet
Distraction" (pattern $5.50, Ravelry Pro). Shawn test knits for Jennifer and we are pleased
to help introduce this newly-published design. This fingering weight cowl features a cascade
of simple, tulip-shaped lace. What could be more perfect for spring? When knitted in a
gradient set or yarn, it becomes an irresistible project -- it's just so much fun watching those
colors change! Knitted from the top down, this piece begins as a semi-circular shawl. When
the top edge is wide enough, the stitches are joined in the round to finish
as a cowl. This shaping creates a cowl that has the soft drape and look of a
shawl and is easy to style, too. Because this is a quick knit, it won't
distract you from your other projects for long -- and it is perfect for gift
knitting. Instructions are fully written, with optional charts for the lace.
This project requires just one skein of a fingering weight yarn. Our
recommended yarn is BERROCO "Nebula", on sale this month. The shades of
this yarn are named after the Zodiac -- what's your sign?
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*** MORE GREAT NEW STUFF ***
Striking textured lace is the focal point of "Deschain" ($6.50 shown right),
designed by Leila Raabe for QUINCE & CO. Designed with plenty of ease for a
relaxed fit, this cropped boxy pullover is worked flat and then seamed, with
slim sleeves picked up and worked in the round down to the cuff. Dropped
stitches update the classic shale lace motif forming a pretty centerpiece
gracing the body's front and hem. This frilly pattern pairs with a casual shape
to create something simple but interesting. A wide neck, cropped hem and
three-quarter sleeves keep things casual and easy...
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*** DREAM CLUB BY DREAM IN COLOR ***
We are among the yarn shops curating a 3-month Dream Club featuring
DREAM IN COLOR yarns paired with JOJI LOCATELLI shawl patterns. There
are a few kits remaining from February's "The Way from Brighton" shawl in a
gorgeous deep blue shade of "Cosette DK", and the March kit, "Peeping Cowl"
with a partial skeins kit of Jilly with Cashmere in exclusive russet red and
neutral brown colorways.
April's selection is the final installment of this year's Dream Club. We are
featuring "Amazing Day" (shown upper left) in a custom pink gradient kit on
a dove gray background in Smooshy with Cashmere, an eye-popping combination perfect for
spring's special occasions. The combination of garter stitch, short rows and eyelet rows
creates stunning results, and it always guarantees that you'll have a good time knitting. This
shawl is worked from the center top down. Stitches are increased at each side on every
other row to give it a characteritic crescent shape. The wedges are created by the use of
short rows. Enjoy working away on this simple and beautiful shawl with us...
*** INQUIRING STITCHERS WANT TO KNOW ***
Sara G asks: "I changed my mind about the size of my project and now I do not have
enough yarn. I can't find more in my dye lot. Help!" OK, Sara, here's what Kathy has to say:
"If you can't get your original dye lot, try to add in the new lot when changing a stitch
pattern (ex., from rib to body pattern) or where you change direction (buttonbands, neck or
sleeves). Try alternating rows of the old and new dye lots to blend. If the yarn or shade is
no longer available or discontinued, consider adding a different color/texture between dye
lots as a design feature. When purchasing yarn, always buy an extra skein or two if in doubt
or if you seem to be encountering frequent gauge issues. These little extras can be used for
stash projects like the "Find Your Fade" shawl or for charity knitting...
*** SPRING CLEANING ***
Jil Eaton tells us in her spring/summer 2017 knitsimple column: "Yarns stored for years
can change dramatically, so carefully examine each skein for moths, and keep only the
colors and fibers that suit your current tastes. You now have space for all the wonderful
new spring and summer yarns in your favorite yarn shop" (that would be Kathy's Kreations)...
*** SAVE THE DATE ***
The 4th annual Steel Valley Yarn Crawl will be held July 28 - August 6, 2017. The 11
participating shops include: Beaver Yarns Shoppe; Darn Yarn Needles & Thread; Dyed in the
Wool; Kathy's Kreations; Kid Ewe Knot; Knit One; Knitsburgh Yarn Shop; Raggz Fiber Art;
Sewickley Yarns; Tonidale Yarn & Needlecraft, and Yarns By Design. More details to come...
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*** PROGRESSIVE NEEDLES APRIL 2017 KNIT ALONG ***
We are excited to announce that the next installment of our popular Progressive Needles
KAL will begin on April 6, 2017! Join Michelle "Knit Purl" Hunter as she leads us through an
adorable baby sweater sized for a 6 month old baby appropriate for both boys and girls -aptly named "Adorable Ewe". Knit in our HiKOO "Simpliworsted" yarn (already in stock), this
mystery project is brimming with essential sweater knitting skills, a
perfect way to strengthen your abilities. According to Michelle, this
sheep-themed sweater is "too cute to miss". Materials include 2 skeins of
"Simpliworsted' in main color plus one hank each in a "sheepy" color and
sheep accent; one US #9 circular needle 24" length; one US #8 circular
needle 32" length and four 5/8" buttons (we have the ones Michelle will
be using)...
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*** IT'S SPRING -- TIME TO GET ORGANIZED ***
The Yarn Hack Team at INTERWEAVE (www.interweave.com) offers this tip for organizing
your patterns. In their March 31, 2017 blog, they state: "It's really nice to keep a record of
what projects you've knit in the past. We do have Ravelry for an electronic version of that.
But, some folks are analog-minded and use physical patterns, and there's nothing like being
able to go back and reference a swatch, particular yarn information, or a note you may have
made directly on a pattern. For the simplest way to organize knitting patterns, look no
further!
All you need is a basic three-ring binder and the plastic paper sleeves that you can put
right into the binder. So, simply put a pattern in each one of the plastic sleeves, either for
future use or once you've finished using it. Inside the sleeve you can also fit the swatch you
created for the project along with the yarn label. Filing the patterns in this way and all in
the same place makes referencing and reusing patterns super easy".
After all, ours is a hands on craft, isn't it? A tip that our shop gal Karen
McC recommends is to use a strip of LEE highlighter tape in a bright neon
color on top of the plastic sleeve for any additional notes, especially if you
need to set the project aside for a while. The tape comes off easily and will
not mess up the pattern or sleeve.
Do you have any special tips for organizing your knitting or crocheting
patterns? Is there anything else you like to store right alongside them?
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*** LAUNCHING NEW PATTERNS ***
CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS are easy to make, fun to have, and a joy to give.
We were among the first yarn shops to launch five new designs to spark your
creativity, introducing them at the Pittsburgh Knit & Crochet Festival to rave
customer reviews. Here are the CHURCHMOUSE pattern descriptions...
--- Sleeveless Slipover (in 8 sizes & 4 lengths, shown right, $12.50): This style is
so versatile, we all wanted different lengths. So here you have it -cropped, hip, tunic and dress lengths. Or go to any length you like! We
designed this fit with 3 - 5" of ease, but if you want a looser layer, choose a larger size.
If you want to wear it on its own, knit a smaller size. Or knit a few -- mix it up!
--- Polka Dot Scarf (in 2 widths, $6.50): There's something so cheerful about polka dots!
They add a little fun to anything you wear. Here we've created 'dots' with a widely
spaced eyelet stitch pattern that's easy to knit and easy to remember. Because the
fabric is so light and floaty, a lavish scale seems just right. It's a lot of knitting but the
rows happily fly by!
--- Pinking Shears Scarf ($6.50): A fun little zig-zag detail at the edges gives this basic
garter stitch scarf a fresh finish. This shallow triangle is worked "both ends against the
middle" and grafted for perfectly mirrored halves. Choose a fine-gauge wool or cool
linen. This pattern can be knit in lace-weight or light-fingering weight yarns. Make a
lavish wrap or a tiny kerchief. Perfect all year 'round!
--- Thinking Cap ($8.50): Inspired by a ready-to-wear Italian cashmere cap, we engineered
our hand-knit version to be sleek and utterly seamless. The super-fine fabric is doubled
at the cuff with a tiny joining welt for extra warmth, Okay, the needles are tiny and the
details a little fussy, but it's worth it -- we think!
--- Quintessential Cardigan (in 8 sizes, with 2 sleeve lengths, shown lower left, $12.50): A
timeless little hip-length cardi always manages to look modern. Ours has classic details:
A pretty jewel neckline, knit-along button bands, full- or bracelet-length sleeves. A
sleek yarn offers tailored style; lightweight mohair lends a feminine aura. You'll need
at least one in black!
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*** KNIT ME, I'M IRISH ***
We often receive requests from customers on how they can obtain Kathy's designs. Well,
Knitting Daily and INTERWEAVE has included two of her sweaters in a new online collection
"Irish Knits 2! More Aran Sweaters". It's chock-full of cables, tweed, and wool, so you are
sure to find the sweater of your own Irish dreams. You may also purchase these pattern
individually or as part of this new collection -- visit www.interweavestore.com
About Kathy's sweaters, Interweave says: "If you're looking for a traditional sweater, try
Kathy Zimmerman's Rhapsody in Tweed, an Aran-inspired pullover with wide and narrow
cables." It was originally designed as a man's sweater, but it also works as "your-boyfriendssweater-with-you-in-it" (shown upper right). In this textured pullover, Kathy used a rustic
wool yarn which added a grainy undertone to the mix. The ladies' design is "Dickinson
Pullover" (shown lower left), in which a lofty plaited and twisted center cable flows out of
deep luxurious ribbing.
*** BLANKET SIZES ***
We are often asked what size to make a baby blanket (or lapghan, afghan, etc.). This
information was gleaned from Pinterest with its original source listed as A
Crocheted Simplicity:
BABY BLANKET: Lovey 12" X 12"; Security 14" X 17"; Stroller 30" X 35";
Receiving 40" X 40"; Small cradle 15" X 30"; Large Cradle 18" X 33";
Crib 36" X 54"; Toddler 42" X 52"; Swaddler 48" X 48"
CHILD & ADULT: Lapghan 40" X 48"; Small Throw 52" X 60"; Large Throw 60"
X 72"; Twin 59"X 85"; Full 74" X 85"; Queen 80" X 90"; King 96" X 90";
California King 92" X 84"
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*** SPRING BREAK ***
--- 6TH ANNUAL SPRING BREAK April 21 - 23, 2017. Accomplished knitter and
instructor, Merrily Clark, will teach a two-day colorwork and technique
knitting workshop at the Ramada Inn in historic Ligonier, PA hosted by Kathy
Zimmerman and Kathy's Kreations. Merrily's specialty is colorwork knitting -using many colors, finding shades that blend beautifully, or bright colors
that work well together. This is a unique way for knitters to come together,
learn from a knitting expert and enjoy a weekend of camaraderie of
fellow devotees.
Our weekend project is the "Enchantment Shawl". The shawl combines elements of
water, earth and trees as in "once upon a time in an enchanted forest". You may select
high or low contrasting colorways (yarn will be provided). The lace border is knit first,
sideways following a very simple chart. The main body of the shawl is then picked up
along the long edge and filled in with bands or motifs and short rows.
The weekend package includes an after-hours Salad Bar & Sliders party and special
shopping time at Kathy's Kreations (Friday evening); an informal meet & greet and
swatch session on Friday evening to get acquainted; morning coffee breaks and two
lunches at the Ramada; classes Saturday and Sunday; extended lunch break on Saturday
with time to shop in the pretty little town of Ligonier and goodie bags including project
yarn and pattern.
Overnight lodging is not included and is optional for local participants. The Ramada
has set up a special rate for us, so please make your own reservations by calling 724-2389545. Space is limited on a first-come, first-served basis, so please e-mail kathy@kathyskreations.com to request a flyer or call 724-238-9320 for more information. Attendees
will receive a 10% discount on all regularly-priced knitting supplies and yarn all weekend.

*** LHKG WORKSHOP ***
Kathy Zimmerman will be the guest instructor at the annual Spring
Workshop sponsored by the Laurel Highlands Knitting Guild. The event
will be held on Sunday, May 21, 2017, from 9 am - 4 pm at the Ramada
Inn in historic Ligonier, PA. Kathy will teach "Catch The Wave: Exploring
Old Shale Stitch".
Although many knitted lace patterns pair yarn-over increases and their corresponding
decreases close to each other, Old Shale stitch (dtitch detail shown upper right) is from a
fascinating group of stitches called delayed decrease patterns. Yarnovers are clumped
together, then the decreases are clumped together in a delicate wave rhythm. Because it is
so extremely simple, it can be varied in dozens of ways. In this workshop, students will
explore ways in which this famous old Shetland stitch can be altered while still maintaining
its recognizable wave pattern with deep scallops. We will work a variety of stitchwork
variations in a "hands on" sampler with information for an elastic cast on method,
incorporating colorwork, and designing your own scarf, afghan or baby blanket. Registration
fee is $50 for LHKG members, $60 for non-members and includes lunch. For more
information or to register, contact Karen McCullough at 724-238-5859.
*** PITTSBURGH KNIT & CROCHET FESTIVAL ***
It was great to see so many of you at the recent Pittsburgh Knit & Crochet Festival March
24 - 26, 2017 at the David Lawrence Convention Center. Glad that so many of you could join
us! The Center has proven to be an outstanding location with plenty of natural light and
space to spread out, relax and enjoy! This event has definitely become a "happening" in the
fiber world as it combined with the Creative Arts Festival. We were pleased to partner with
SKACEL COLLECTION this year to feature HiKOO yarns, "Artfelt" products and books by
Michelle "KnitPurl" Hunter. Michelle was on hand for a book signing on Saturday and we
understand from attendees (and her fans) that her classes were very well-received. Our
sincere thanks to both SKACEL and Michelle for their support!
Prior to the event, Kathy was delighted to be featured in a TribLive.com media
3/18/2017 article advertising the Festival. This included a photo of Kathy knitting a poncho
in the classroom area of Kathy's Kreations. An excerpt from the interview: "One of
Zimmerman's sweaters -- a British fisherman-inspired pattern known as a gansey -- is on the
cover of the current issue of Interweave Knits magazine. 'Gansey is made for the sea as well
as the shore,' says Zimmerman. 'It uses traditional Aran stitches made with vigorous wear in
mind.'
Over the centuries, the cables and other stitches in a sweater knitted by folks living
along the English and Irish coasts were specific to the village a fisherman came from, so that
in the event he dies at sea, he could be identified by his sweater, Zimmerman says. 'Every
stitch tells a story. I wanted to convey that in my sweater."
[Addendum 4/8/17] In the show program letter, Festival organizers Barbara Grossman
and Ann Szilagyi wrote: "In our ever-changing world that presents conflicts and challenges,
one thing that remains constant is our ability to connect with one another through our love
of crafts, creativity and color. We stay connected regardless of religion, physical
limitations, race, gender, nationality or politics. We respect and cherish each others
traditions... We are mindful and caring." This paragraph particularly resonated with Kathy
since she was inspired by the camaderie of previous Festivals to design her cabled sweater,
"Connected".
Please save the following dates for next year's Festival: April 6, 7 & 8, 2018!
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*** CALENDAR OF EVENTS ***
Join the "First Mondays" Club for an evening of knitting, crocheting and
fellowship, at Panera Bread Greengate in Greensburg, PA. Next meeting
dates are Monday evenings April 3, 2017 and May 1, 2017; 6:30 pm 8:30 pm. All skill levels of knitters and crocheters welcome!
*** “KNITTING IN THE AFTERNOON" AT KATHY'S KREATIONS Tuesdays,
April 11, 2017 and May 9, 2017; 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm (rsvp please) ***
Join us for stitching & lots of fun conversation. All skill levels of knitters & crocheters are
welcome! Please call ahead to rsvp in case of a scheduling change...
*** SATURDAY SIT-N-KNIT April 8, 2017 and May 13, 2017; 10:00 am - 2:00 pm; (rsvp
please)***
Come sit 'n knit! We do much more than just knit -- we share conversations, ideas,
favorite patterns, and knitting tricks. Join us at Kathy's Kreations for fellowship and stitching
for projects purchased here. Open to all skill levels...
*** FUN FRIDAYS, April 21, 2017 and May 19, 2017; 10:00 am - 2:00 pm ***
Come in for the yarn and leave with friendships! Join our "knitting community" for
fellowship, stitching, and how-to's for projects purchased here. Whether this is your first
project or your hundredth, this is the place for you to learn, grow and enjoy being with
other knitters and crocheters just like you. Please call ahead to let us know you will be
coming, as space is limited. All skill levels welcome!
*** April KNIT-ALONG (KAL) ***
Stop by on Fridays in April from 10 am - 2 pm (rsvp please) to work on our newest KALs
with your stitching friends to cheer you on. This month, we feature "Adorable Ewe" -- as
well as WIPs from previous KALs. Not working on the KALs? You are still welcome to come -simply bring any knit or crochet project purchased at Kathy's Kreations and join the group
(free!). Follow us on "We Love Kathy's" Ravelry group April 2017 thread...
*** BRIOCHE KNITTING CLASSES ***
Familiarize yourself with "Brioche Basics" on Saturday, April 1, 2017, from 1:00 pm 4:00 pm and learn the how-to's for this family of deeply textured stitches. Students will be
introduced to techniques used to make six variations: Brioche Stitch, Pearl Stitch, Shaker
Stitch, Rose Fabric, Horizontal Brioche and Beaded Shaker. The “hands on” class project is a
cowl worked in the Beaded Shaker pattern. Class supplies for students to bring or purchase
here before class: chunky weight yarn approximately 180 yards; US 10 knitting needles (20” 24" circular); row counter; stitch marker; scissors. The design is suitable for advanced
beginner skill level and beyond. Registration for each class is $20. Please call us at 724-2389320 to register or for more details.
Private knitting and crocheting lessons available by appointment. Learning to knit
or correcting mistakes are not the only reasons to have a one-on-one tutoring lesson.
Learn new techniques like lace or short rows, or get help with a pattern before starting - our instructors can do it all! Additional group classes are forming -- ask us for details.
We would be glad to do a specific class topic for groups of 4 or more. Kathy's Kreations
has been the helpful hands of experienced knitting for more than 37 years !
Whatever you have on your needles and hooks right now, we hope it is bringing you joy
and creativity!
KEEP KNITTING AND CROCHETING ~ Kathy

